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Remotely onboarding new employees and contractors for hiring purposes
Identifying existing employees and contractors for systems access
Providing personnel self-service to company resources (legacy password resets)

By utilizing identity proofing and an identity safe, BlockID relies on proof instead of
complexity for authentication.  
Identity proofing serves multiple purposes, including:

Do you really know who's accessing your system...?

If your traditional identity systems attempt to enhance security by adding complex
layers on top of legacy authentication mechanisms (usernames + passwords), like:

Mobile Push
Out-of-band SMS/Email
External Biometrics (camera, palm, finger)

One-time password tokens
Time-based password tokens
PKI-based hardware tokens

Then, the answer is more likely to be... NO!

Identity doesn't have to be complicated with layers, tools and friction...  

REMOTE ACCESS
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Let us help you...

Guess what...?

1- Enroll / Verify 2- Authenticate

BlockID creates a
credential safe. 

The private key stays
with the user.

Users authenticate
with their biometrics
instead of username

and password.

The user’s credentials are
protected and only revealed

when permission is given.

3- Permissioned Access

BlockID by 1Kosmos is the only
product that can both prove an
individual's identity and use that
proof to access critical systems
without usernames, passwords or
external MFA. 

The risks associated with phishing
and accessing central credential
databases are completely removed
and replaced with a biometric-
backed decentralized identity.
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BlockID Workforce
Contact-Free Authentication
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Badge System

SSO System

UNIX / AWS

Legacy Systems
IDENTITY SAFE

Identity is established with verifiable claims
 

Every attribute enrolled into the identity safe is based on W3C standards for decentralized identifiers
and verifiable claims, which ensures that the identity can safely be used for the purpose of
authenticating with any other system, without relying on a centralized (and hackable) database.

No passwordless identity solution offers greater compliance than BlockID

Today's workforce is increasingly mobile. Thus it is
not uncommon for workers to be remote 100% of
the time. However, onboarding new employees can
be difficult and time-consuming. BlockID allows an
organization to confidently proof remote workers,
based on government standards as well as with
existing company credentials.

Remote workers face similar authentication
challenges, such as expiring passwords,
cumbersome MFA and disjointed user experiences.
Their corporate credentials are enrolled in their
identity safe for use on any IT or Physical access
control system.
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BIOMETRICS 

Onboarding New Employees Remotely

REMOTE I9

BIOMETRICS 

IDENTITY SAFE

DOCUMENTS
VALIDATION

Active DirectoryNIST-800-63-3 Remote Identity Proofing

Company Identity Linking

Onboarding Current Employees Remotely

Powered by Biometrics and Blockchain for Employee Remote Access

LOGIN WITH BIOMETRICS 

User scans a QR code or receives
a push notification message to
start authentication. User then
logs in with TouchID or a live

face scan to authenticate. 

PERMISSIONED ACCESS GRANTED

The user is authenticated and
given access to their accounts on
any integrated cloud system or

workstation

BIOMETRICS 

Accessing Systems with BlockID Workforce

Multiple personas to a user can be ported/restored on different devices

IAL2 - AAL2
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